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Abstract
In this work, we present a framework to detect objects
embedded in complex perspective geometry. Our goal is
to accurately identify objects such as people standing in
balconies or windows on building facades of surrounding
buildings. Compared to traditional computer vision work
focused on activity analysis from a horizontal view, our
framework provides a solution for the application domain of
mobile surveillance in urban areas. A novel solution for a
monocular camera is formulated by tightly coupling various
computational modules including geometric analysis, segmentation, scale estimation, and object detection. In particular, our proposed approach alleviates the effect of the perspective geometry and corresponding distortion in object
appearance effectively, and provides accurate scale priors
to eliminate unlikely object detection hypotheses. The experimental results on collected video dataset show that the
proposed approach is more accurate than traditional detection approaches based on brute-force scanning windows.

Figure 1. This work focuses on analyzing above-ground facade
regions to identify potential threats from windows or people.

group-activity recognition (e.g., [3]) approaches are utilized
for high-level reasoning. For most of such work, however,
their approaches, datasets, and evaluations have been highly
focused on objects and activities observed by cameras horizontal to the ground.
In this paper, we address another crucial part of the mobile ground-level surveillance problem, which is to monitor
the activities on the building facades. The goal of our work
is to accurately and efficiently identify activities originating
from high vantage point locations such as windows from
surrounding buildings. Under this setting, the objects of interest are no longer plainly visible on the ground, but, they
are embedded in perspective geometry induced by buildings, along with distorted appearance. In spite of the importance of the problem in surveillance scenarios, this topic
has been hardly addressed by computer vision community.
In this work, we present a framework to address the
detection of objects embedded in complex perspective geometry by a monocular camera, and evaluate various aspects of the proposed system. For example, Figure 1 shows
two sample images with the above-ground facade regions
marked in red polygons, which are the regions of interest
in this work. It can be observed that detection of people
or sub-regions (e.g., windows) on facades can be challenging, due to projective geometry and accompanying visual
clutter. Even with the existing state-of-the-art detectors, the
accuracy is likely to be low due to pixel distortions and drastic changes in depth and scales. Furthermore, computation
power on mobile platforms can be limited, hence, an efficient detection scheme needs to be developed, beyond a

1. Introduction
Law enforcement and peace-keeping operations in urban areas frequently involve surveillance patrols by groundlevel police or troops. Video surveillance can provide a significant advantage for such on-the-ground surveillance tasks
because it can assist humans with additional perceptual capability to analyze video streams in real-time, and provide
early warnings regarding suspicious or potentially threatening activities. For example, we envision that video cameras
can be mounted on accompanying patrol vehicles to provide protection and over-watch capabilities. Innovation in
this area will be also valuable for applications such as rescue robots or safety monitoring in construction sites.
To date, most successful innovation in ground-level
surveillance has been focused on activitiy analysis in open
area from horizontal view. For example, humans and vehicles on the ground can be detected by state-of-the-art detectors (e.g., [5]), and multiple moving objects can be tracked
over time (e.g., [8]). Then, action recognition (e.g., [9]) or
1
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Figure 2. System diagram: The input of the system is frames in a video stream. The output is the detected human close to facades or
structure of interest on facade, such as windows.

naive brute-force scanning approach.

2. Technical Approach

Our framework provides a novel solution by tightly coupling various computational modules (see Figure 2). Properties of projective geometry are inferred in the early stage
based on monocular images, which are used to identify
(multiple) facade planes in the scene. Then, the results are
used to eliminate the projective image distortion and generate multiple hypothetical rectified plane segments along
with estimated scale ranges for accurate object detection.
Object detection becomes efficient as well, because the system provides fairly accurate estimates for the sizes of the
scanning windows to be used, which helps to simply skip
irrelevant ones at inaccurate scales. While there exists previous work which incorporates rough geometry [7] for object detection or geometric analysis using single (e.g., [2])
or multiple cameras (e.g., [6]), we believe that our work
provides the first integrated solution to cope with object detection amid severe and multiple layers of projective distortions by a monocular camera.

2.1. System Overview
The overall system diagram is illustrated in Figure 2.
The input of the system is a stream of frames from a video
captured during street patrol. The output of the system is the
detections of potential threats on facades, such as people or
structurural objects (e.g., windows).
First, given an input image, our system analyzes the projective geometry of the environments by inferring about the
vanishing points (VPs) in the scene. Here, we use the latest VP detection algorithm [10] which showed the state-ofthe-art accuracy on geometric scene understanding tasks1 ,
however, our system is general to any reasonably accurate
vanishing point detection approaches. Then, the detected
VPs are used to calibrate the camera’s intrinsic parameter
K (see Sec. 2.2).
Each horizontal VP corresponds to one or multiple facades that share the same plane normal orientations R,
which can be obtained given K. After that, all identified
facades are rectified to produce rectified images which provide the views simulating the case as if the camera rotates
to face the facades orthogonally. This rectification step requires both the facade orientation R and camera parameter
K (see Sec. 2.3), which are completely automatically ex-

The proposed framework is evaluated on newly collected
video datasets, which contain instances of people on facades
and annotated windows respectively. Because existing public datasets rarely contain such instances, our results showcase the first detailed analysis on geometric reasoning and
its effect on object detection in challenging projective context.

1 Software has been obtained from the authors of [10] through private
communication.
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Source Video

Figure 3. An illustration of facade detection, segmentation, and rectification based on our experiment. Given an input video frame,
semantically meaningful facades are correctly segmented and rectified, which serve as the inputs for downstream object detection.

tracted from a single view.
As shown in Figure 2, the rectified view may contain
multiple facades with similar orientations. Accordingly, facade segmentation is conducted by analyzing the features
and textures in each rectified view (see Sec. 2.4). Figure 3
illustrates the facades detection, segmentation, and rectification based on our experiments.
Once each facade region is obtained through segmentation, a scale estimation technique is used to compute a tight
scale range (see examples in Figure. 2). The scale estimates
are important, because they can be used to provide tight
bounds for latter object detection stages. Given that manmade facade usually contains repetitive pattern/features
which correspond to the levels of the building, frequency
domain analysis is incorporated on these features to estimate the scale of each segmented facade (see Sec. 2.5).
Finally, object/structure detection is conducted on the
rectified facades based on the scale estimates (see Sec. 2.6).
Our experimental results showcase improved accuracy
compared to baseline methods without geometric reasoning.
In the following sections, we detail our description of
each functional block in the system diagram.

and without loss of generality, we model


f 0 x0
K =  0 f y0  ,
0 0 1
where f is the focal length and c = [x0 , y0 ]T is the camera
principle point. Given two orthogonal VPs v1 and v2 , we
have,
e(v1 , v2 ) = v1T ωv2 = 0.
In urban environment, there is usually one vertical VP
which is referred to as zenith z. The rest of the VPs are
horizontal VPs: Vh = {v1h , v2h , ...}, each of which corresponds to a converging direction of horizontal parallel
lines on building facades. Assuming the camera principle
point coincides with the image center, i.e., x0 = W/2 and
y0 = H/2 with W and H being image width and height,
respectively, the camera is calibrated by
X
e(z, vh ).
ω ∗ = arg min
ω

The camera intrinsic parameter K is reconstructed from ω ∗
based on (1).

2.3. Facades Rectification

2.2. Vanishing Point Detection and Camera Calibration

With VPs detected and camera calibrated, we are able to
rectify the facade(s) that correspond to each horizontal VP.
We extract the corresponding rotation matrix in two steps.
First, we extract the rotation matrix from camera frame to
the pose such that: 1) the camera principle axis goes through
the VP, and 2) the zenith is at infinity; then we pan camera
(left and right) 90 degrees so that the camera is orthogonally
facing the facade(s).
In detail, the rectification process is conducted through
the following computational processes. Given the zenith
z = [x, y]T and a horizontal VP vih = [xi , yi ]T ∈ Vh ,
we define the intrinsic rotational angles of the camera with
respect to vih , i.e., the yaw (about z-axis), then roll (about
x-axis), and then pitch (about y-axis), as αi , βi , and γi , respectively. The corresponding rotation matrices are defined

The first and critical step in our geometric reasoning is
to estimate the vanishing points of the scene. This is a
well studied topic in computer vision. To cope with nonManhattan scenes, we used the latest state-of-the-art VP detection algorithm [10].
Once the vanishing points are detected in the scene, they
are used for camera calibration, which will help the relative pose estimation between camera and facade. Define the
Image of the Absolute Conic (IAC):
ω = (KKT )−1 ,

vh ∈Vh

(1)

where K is the intrinsic camera parameter. For simplicity
3
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project the horizontal lines onto x-axis and y-axis, respecR(αi , βi , γi ) = Ry (γi )Rx (βi )Rz (αi ),
tively. The projections produce horizontal connected components and vertical connected components, respectively.
where each rotation matrix follows the standard intrinsic roThe individual facade segmentation is realized by taking the
tation conventions and we skip the details for brevity.
intersection of the vertical and horizontal connected comThe yaw angle can be computed as,
ponents. Given man-made structures, this simple scheme
works well. Figure 3 demonstrates a sample result of the fax − x0
),
αi = − arctan(
cade detection, segmentation, and rectification in our expery − y0
iment. It is worth noting that while more sophisticated apwhich basically yaws the camera to make the zenith vertiproach involving appearance-based segmentation and cluscally above/below the camera principle point.
tering may be applied during this step, we emphasize that it
Given the intersection of the horizon and the line conis not in the focus of this paper.
necting principle point and the zenith as q = [xq , yq ]T , then
the roll angle can be obtained as,
2.5. Facade Scale Estimation
as,

||q − c||2
),
f

After all facades are segmented and rectified, each of
them can have different scale in the original input image
and even on the rectified regions due to different depth to
which rolls the camera to make the principle axis pointing
the camera. Here, it is straightforward to observe that even
horizontally.
a rough estimation of the scale of each facade would greatly
Finally, the pitch angle can be computed as,
benefit the down-stream object detection phase.
Considering that urban building facades usually present
||q − vih ||2
γi = arctan( p
),
horizontal
layered structures which correspond to levels of
f 2 + ||q − c||22
the building, we propose a simple but effective frequency
domain analysis scheme to estimate the scale of the facade.
which pitches the camera to make the principle axis pointFirst, for each rectified facade, all vertical line segments,
h
ing toward vi .
which originate from window and door edges etc., are proNow the camera is posed horizontally and facing towards
jected onto the vertical axis. Applying Fourier Transformah
h
vi . The normal of the facades that correspond to vi is ortion on the signal strength of these projected line features
thogonal to the camera principle axis. Therefore, we only
on the vertical axis, we extract the dominating frequency,
◦
need to pitch the camera ±90 to make it face the facades,
which corresponds to the levels of buildings. Assuming the
◦
◦
Ri = R(αi , βi , γi ±90 ) = Ry (±90 )Ry (γi )Rx (βi )Rz (αi ). height of the building level is known (e.g., 4 meters), we
can estimate the scale of each pixel in the rectified facade.
Given Ri and K, we can rectify the facades as shown in
This information will provide strong prior cue to narrow the
Figure 2 through a homography from original image space
search sizes of the scanning windows for the human and obto rectified image space,
ject detection later.
βi = arctan(

Hi = KRi K−1 .

2.6. Human and Window Detection

2.4. Individual Facade Segmentation

2.6.1

In Figure 2 (left bottom), it is shown that multiple facades regions may be contained in the rectified view obtained based on each one horizontal VP. These regions may
correspond to different buildings with distinct architectural
styles, although they share common VPs, which is common
in real-world urban areas.
Here, our observation is that each physical facade typically presents a group of closely and densely located
line features (both vertical and horizontal), where the line
groups from distinct facades differ in both space and appearance. In other words, two different facades are highly
likely to be separable, either horizontally or vertically. Accordingly, we segment facade regions by clustering the vertical and horizontal line segments in the rectified view. We

The human detector we use is based on the widely successful detector proposed by Felzenszwalb et al [4]. We first
train a human model fit for our training set, which is shown
in Figure 4. The model consists of a root filter characterizing the overview of the human contour and several spatially
distributed part filters describing finer details of the person.
Identical to [4], we adopt the HoG feature to represent the
human body. The trained model well characterizes the contour of the human body. The detector utilizes a multi-scale
searching approach by using the feature pyramid to capture
different scales of the persons. In the detection stage, we
apply the trained model on a feature pyramid consisting of
multiple scales of the original image. The root filter and part
filters are convoluted with the feature pyramid, respectively
4
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Figure 4. The trained human model. From left to right: the root
filter, the part filter and the deformation model.

Figure 5. Pixelwise window detection response from rectified facade view and scale information. Left: the input rectified facade.
Right: Pixelwise window detection response.

and the responses are combined together to form a confidence map where strong responses indicate the potential locations of the humans. The detection results are determined
by thresholding the confidence map.
2.6.2

on (2) for all pixels and generate the response map as illustrated in Figure 5. By thresholding the response map,
we obtained connected components as window candidates.
Again, scale information can further filter out too small or
large window candidates.

Window Detection

In addition to human detection on facades, we are also interested in particular structures on facades. In this work, particularly, we focus on the detection of windows as a primary
target because it is where events or activities of interest are
more likely to occur.
For the window detection, the rectified facade view in the
proposed system framework is crucial, because it is used as
an effective preprocessing to eliminate the effect of projective geometry, resulting in window observations with regular rectangular shapes which can be detected more accurately using detection modules.
For the actual window detection, we propose an approach based on shape grammar. Our main observation is
that there are usually many horizontal and vertical line features around windows, which are computed already, and the
obtained scale estimates can further augment the detection
accuracy.
In detail, our assumption is that each pixel x = [x, y]T
within each window region are likely to have four line segments (ll , lr , lb , lt ) surrounding it, i.e., two vertical and two
horizontal. Given a horizontal window edge l and window
width and height as w and h respectively, we model the
probability density of p being a window pixel as,

3. Experimental Results
We tested the proposed system using real video streams.
The camera moves in the street, shooting the buildings on
both sides of the street. Therefore video images have significant perspective distortion as shown in Figure 6. The entire
annotated test video set is of 235 seconds duration, where
subsets include human targets and/or windows on the building facades. It is worth noting that large portion of the video
does not include any human/window to provide sufficient
data to measure false alarms correctly.
Source Video

Left Facade

p(x|l) = N (d(x, l); h/2, σ),

Right Facade

Figure 6. An illustration of facade segmentation, rectification and 1
window detection from a sample frame in the video. The shaded
areas indicate the coverage of the camera in previous frames. The
red boxes indicate the detected windows. It is noticed that the right
facade has significant perspective distortion. Direct applying any
window detection approach is not appropriate. Our system successfully segments and rectifies the facade, which enables fairly
accurate window detection.

where N (·) is the Gaussian p.d.f.; σ is the standard deviation; and d(x, l) is the normal distance from x to l. Therefore, we model the score of x being a window pixel as,
Y
s(x) =
p(x|li )I(li ),
(2)
i=t,b,l,r

where I(li ) is the indicator of existing a particular window
edge, which is 1 when the edge exists and 0 otherwise.
In our approach, we extract horizontal and vertical line
segments in the rectified view and filter out short and long
line segments using scaling information. For each line segment l, we compute p(x|l). Then we compute s(x) based

First, we evaluated human detection performance by the
proposed method and two other baselines. In detail, we
tested human detector via: 1) brute-force scanning window
search on original video frames, 2) a stronger baseline by
using scanning window search on segmented facade only
in original images, and 3) our proposed method of using
5
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scanning window search with scale estimates on rectified
much more sensitive to rectification process than that of hufacades.
man which has a fairly symmetric 3D body.
It is also worth mentioning that human or window de1
tection alone is not the focus of this paper. The focus
of the paper is the geometric preprocessing of the video
0.9
for object detection in perspective. More sophisticated hu0.8
man/window detection and/or other object detection can be
seamlessly applied within our framework.
0.7
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4. Conclusion
In this work, we presented a novel computational framework to detect objects embedded in complex perspective
geometry. Compared to traditional computer vision work,
our framework provides a solution for the novel application domain of mobile surveillance in urban areas, by effectively combining computational modules regarding geometric reasoning and object detection. Our evaluation results show that complex geometry of multitudes of facades
in real-world urban areas can be accurately estimated, and
used as effective priors to improve the the detection of objects embedded in geometry.
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Figure 7. ROC curves for human detection on original images, segmented facades in original images, and rectified facades.

Figure 7 shows the ROC curves for the human detection
results by three approaches. It can be observed that when
the system is augmented by the segmented and rectified facades, the number of false alarms decreases significantly
without comprising the probability of detection (PD). This
implies that 1) our system detects, segments, and rectifies
most meaningful facades correctly, and 2) the scale estimation on the facades size must be reasonably accurate.
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